Sierra Nevada Swimming SCY Virtual Championship Series
Overview
The series will cover six weeks beginning 3/19/2021 and concluding 4/25/2021.
Results from any sanctioned meet, by teams in Sierra Nevada Swimming, during this 6 week period will
be placed on the leaderboard.
The leaderboard updated every Tuesday once the series begins and can be found on the website
dedicated to the virtual series: http://sns-champs.com
Note that results will not be sent to USA swimming under the series as one large meet, instead it is
merely a compilation of results for any sanctioned meet, by an SNS team, that is completed during the 6
week period. If you are competing in a meet outside of the LSC during this period make sure to contact
Alex Ongaco (alex.ongaco@snswimming.org) so results can be included.
Format
Teams can run their meets in any format they desire, the full slate of events will be eligible for the
leaderboard for swimmers 9 and above. For 8&U swimmers we will use the following events: 25’s and
50’s of all 4 strokes as well as the 100 free and 100 IM. See the list of eligible events for the entire listing.
Events will be added to the leaderboard with the following age group breakdown: 8&U, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16, 17, and 18.
Teams are welcome to run relays but they will not be added to the online leaderboard.
Awards
Individual events will be awarded with the above age group breakdown, as well as the following
placings: top 25, top 10 and top 3.
A tiered award system will be used to award athletes with their highest overall placing. Top 25 (11th –
25th) will get a sticker of the event logo, top 10 (4th -10th) will get a sticker and a key chain of event logo,
top 3 (1st – 3rd) in an event will receive a sticker, keychain, and a towel with event logo.
Note that athletes will only be awarded once, for their highest placing in the series.
No team scores or high point awards.

